SO OR SUCH
Exercise 1:
Complete the following exercise with SO or SUCH.
1 - The day was ___________ hot that everybody went to the beach.
2 - I like Carmen and Michael. They are ___________ nice people.
3 - It was ___________ cold weather that nobody could go outside.
4 - India is ___________ a beautiful country.
5 - Petrol is ___________ expensive now that more and more people take the bus.
6 - My Internet connection is ___________ slow that I can't work properly.
7 - It was ___________ a relief to finish my essay that I decided to go out for a walk.
8 - Paul Auster's latest book was ___________ good that I read it twice.
9 - How could her husband say ___________ horrible things to her.
10 - I wish she didn't drive ___________ fast.

Exercise 2:
Complete the following exercise with SUCH or SUCH A .
1 - I never noticed you lived ___________ long way from the city centre.
2 - They couldn't believe the news on TV. September 11th was ___________ shock.
3 - John and Sonia are ___________ nice people. They get on well with everybody.
4 - Dawn always looks smart. She wears ___________ elegant clothes.
5 - It was ___________ boring film that I kept falling asleep while I was watching it.
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SO OR SUCH
Exercise 3:
Change the sentences but the meaning must remain the same. (with SO or SUCH or
SUCH A)
1 – The weather was so hot ! It was _______________________ .
2 – It was such a windy day! The day was _______________________ .
3 – The exercise was so difficult. It was __________________________ .
4 – Their car was such an expensive one. Their car was ________________________ .

Exercise 4:
Which of the following is NOT correct?
1 - 'He was _________________, he always came top of the class.'
a) so clever

b) so intelligent c) such clever d) such a clever boy

2 - 'It was ___________________, everyone stayed indoors.'
a) so hot

b) such a hot day c) such hot weather d) so a hot

3 - '£ 300 for a shirt! That's _________________ !'
a) such expensive

b) so dear c) so expensive d) such a high price

4 - 'He was ____________________, he could do 10 miles and not even sweat.'
a) such a fit runner

b) so a runner c) so fit d) such a good runner
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